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A Police-Purpose Room Monitoring System uses communication technology, intelligent 
terminal, sensor technology to form computer intelligent monitoring network and its main 
monitoring objects are all environmental parameters like UPS voltage, temperature, humidity, 
noise, smoke, water flooding in the room. The Police-Purpose Room Monitoring System can 
be used to locate the fault of integrated computer room, and alarm in time and recover 
automatically, so it can improve network security level, ensure the stability and security of 
the internal network security operation.  
The thesis analyzes functional requirements and related properties of the computer 
room’s environment monitoring. The writer designs and implements the room monitor system 
for public security organs internal network. The system can real-time monitor the public 
security organs within the network computer room including indoor temperature, light, 
pressure. Monitoring data collection terminal through embedded technology to the front-end 
acquisition data, and is transmitted to the base station, then the base station transmits to the 
server, the server does corresponding processing and stores the data; data processing 
management personnel can access the data through the browser, query monitoring data. When 
the intelligent terminal processing found dangers, automatic alarm program will start. 
Meanwhile it will transmit the information to the server, and the server will notify the 
manager. Managers can query the current room through the browser. The system also has an 
access control system, so non operating personnel cannot enter central room. 
The system uses .NET technology and C/S model to develop, and intelligent terminal for 
the client. The server uses .NET technology to build program architecture. The system fully 
considers the executable, reliability, stability based on the actual demands of the computer 
room monitoring of public security organs.  
The thesis first analyzes the requirements of the system, including demand analysis 
















same time, it uses diagrams to analyze the system's main modules. Then it designs the 
architecture of the system including system management, client management, log 
management, access control management module, by constructing an E-R model, and then 
converted to the logical structure of the database design of the system. Finally the realization 
part of the system is described, through the code, flow diagram, sequence diagram and 
operating interface showing the implementation details of each function module of the 
system. 
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